Editing Press is a collective of junior academics from Oxford and Cambridge universities who are also professional editors. We provide two streams of editorial assistance to master’s and doctoral students:

A. General Proofreading

General Proofreading corrects grammar, punctuation, formatting, verb tenses, phrasing, sentence construction, and word choice. Sentences that appear awkward will be edited and parts of the text where the meaning is too vague to be edited or rewritten will be highlighted. House style and other formatting issues will also be corrected, as we are familiar with all the major style guides.

B. Thorough Editing

Thorough Editing involves two rounds of work: (1) a rigorous review of the work's logic, organisation, and whether the research supports the argumentation; and (2) a more fine-grained reading to check for the mechanical elements of language covered under General Proofreading. The text’s flow, style, and syntax may be improved and we are also able to check references and draft indices for larger work.

We are contactable at <INFO@EDITING.PRESS>. For a quote, please provide a 1-page sample of your work and an indication of the full word count.